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● The existence of models that can cheat.

● To what extent a given model cheats?

● Has there been real progress in the 
multihop reasoning skill of models?

What can we do to reduce cheatability of 
these datasets?
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● Difficult to precisely define what 
truly meaningful connection is, 

● But at a minimum, it must have 
some connection between 
supporting facts.
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cheating by disconnected reasoning?
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RoBERTa

. . .

Current state of NLP

Take best/strong 
architecture and 

optimize directly on

Details in the paper.
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Transform the dataset 
automatically to reduce its 
cheatability via disconnected 
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How to use this idea to make the dataset  D
harder for disconnected reasoning?
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Transformed Dataset Instances

CSS Test can be combined 
with Answer and 
Supporting Facts tests, by 
simply adding the gold 
labels to sufficient support 
instance.

Transformed Dataset
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CSS + Answer + Supporting Facts Tests
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● We can go back to DiRe condition 
again, and  derive its DiRe probing 
dataset                  . 

● We’ll show measurements on this 
probe but details are in paper. 

How cheatable is the Transformed Dataset?

DiRe Probing dataset of 
the Transformed dataset



Experiment Setup

Dataset  (     )

● Multihop RC dataset: HotpotQA (113K questions).

● Each question has a set of 10 wikipedia paragraphs as 
context, with 2 supporting paragraphs and few sentences.

● We have answer (Ans), paragraph support (Suppp) and 
sentence support (Supps) metrics their combinations.

Models  (       )

● RNN Baseline
● XLNet-base
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Our transformation          :

● Makes the dataset significantly harder for models, 
while being not much harder for humans.

● Is significantly more effective than, and complementary to, 
adversarial method of removing such biases.

Other Experiments (in paper)



● Introduced Disconnected Reasoning, a form of undesirable reasoning prevalent 
in multihop models, and devised model-agnostic probe to catch such behavior.

● Showed large portion of progress in multifact reasoning can be attributed to 
disconnected reasoning.

● Introduced Contrastive Support Sufficiency to make existing support-annotated 
multi-hop datasets more difficult and less cheatable.

Conclusion
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Code Available:
https://github.com/stonybrooknlp/dire


